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New Moon Data
New Moon August 12 2007 7:04 PM EST

Virgo ingress August 23 8:09 AM
Full Moon August 28   6:36 AM

Lunar Eclipse August 28   6:38 AM
Dark Moon begins September 9

Next New Moon September 11  8:45 AM
Saturn Virgo ingress September 2   9:50 AM

Venus direct September 8   12:15 PM

Introduction

The following description merges astrophysical data at the moment of new Moon with archetypal
patterns garnered from astrological correlations which are then harmonized with the premise that
Creator's infinite perfection is first, has been first and always will be first.All is perfection.

The balance and harmony during moment of new Moon has the potential to manifest Joy in your life
as you allow yourself to be your own authority. During new Moon how we reflect on who we are and
our IAm merge. This creates opportunities to initiate new beginnings.

Through the clarity of my mind I connect and communicate with others, knowing WE ARE ONE
and their presence like my own is the presence of Creator. The teacher within me awakens and boldly
holds the intention to be in the loop of Creator's awareness. The strength to remember who I am
manifests through my ability to own my emotional reactions. Since I am impeccable at being my
own authority, I am, as my God Spirit self, the architect of my experience. As we listen, speak, and
share our experience with each other we are quick to find the spiritual reason behind our immediate
responsibilities as these selfless duties and our attention to them is the purification of humanities
truth about who we are. I am committed to remembering who I am as a God Spirit being in human
form.

To access the opportunities of new Moon energy you must be clear about being your own authority.
When it comes to your own healing and awakening know that you must do it your self. Move into a
state of self responsibility. There are things you have to do yourself, no one else can take your hand
and fix certain things. These things are set-ups designed to show you your power to balance and
harmonize your living dynamics by accepting them as your creations. The part of you who is
absolutely clear that you create your own reality, who knows that life is a mirror, is the part of you
who can ride this rainbow of energy with willful expression, holding frequency intention
enthusiastically and joyously through to manifestation.Your sense of magnified self acceptance will
serve you well during new Moon period.
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General Description

01 As we strengthen our connection with personal inspirational energies we experience a
strengthened connection with Mother Earth, our security is assured. The electromagnetic reality of
Gaia’s symbiotic harmony is a dynamic dance. We are of course invited to partake in the richness of
this organic and magical celebration. In a sense we are already involved. Being involved we affect
the overall quality of the dance and the harmony which is shared by all Earth creatures. The comforts
of security and abundant living are qualified by human interaction within the organic interplay.
Distraction as paradigms which define security based on a darwinistic approach to comprehending
security, lead humanity to desire a particular type of security and the intended satisfaction it implies.
Our sensuality on the other hand allows a merging where our value as a thread becomes shared
within this larger organic tapestry. This orgasmic experience rushes into our body and awakens
ancient memory which exists within us while paralleling Gaia’s transformation.

02 Our ability to expand a moment is an innate talent attributed to the acceptance and
acknowledgment of our essence. As we participate within existence through our experiences we
value and follow our emotions and feelings. Our experience expands outward embracing more and
more vastness as we simple allow emotional sensitivity to stretch out and merge with life. Our
intention to have a good time directs our experience toward a merging which qualifies such an
experience. Through a process of mental qualification we align our experience to a predefined
belief.Accepting that our feeling exploration of the vastness which exists in the moment is free from
the need to be mentally qualified we enrich our experience. It is our will which intends the
experience and our feelings and emotion which show us the terrain, and it is our rational mind which
drops the anchor. We can engage an inspired self by acting as if there is no such thing as an answer to
a question. That questions are instead choices which discern and direct our exploration toward our
experience. When we subdue the need to answer a question and instead value our question for the
potential experience it directs us toward we can see so called answers from an entirely different light.
Questions and their adventures toward experience begin to lead us into new realms which generate
more questions, more opportunities for expanding our moment.

03 Being objective and accepting to the bio-mechanical nature of our interaction with space time we
can explore alternative ways to enrich our human experience. We are not rejecting this robotic
nature, we are admitting it. By admitting it we can choose to be our own personal bio mechanical
mechanic, minding our health and remaining most effective for an encounter with the great
unknown. We expand our experience within the bio mechanical vehicle by moving attention to an
observer or witness self. Our witness self is able to let our essence come forward and take a more
prominent role in our bio mechanical experience.

04 Events which occur out of the norm can be considered god sends, especially if they get our
attention by being traumatic enough to break the zombie trance. In a case where fake personality
became the known self as a long term reoccurring experience, the arrival of trauma may be so foreign
to the individual that a viable alternative to comprehend the traumatic experience may be out of
immediate reach. And yet the triggering experience could not be considered traumatic if an
alternative self was not present to make such a discernment.

05 Our journey becomes our choice. To allow the points of view of others and the paradigms which
support these beliefs to reign over us designing our life we agree to be herded from one experience to
another. These experiences are qualified by underlining paradigms, paradigms which in many cases
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have become unknown to the society which defines itself within them. When we choose to own our
anxiety, frustration, or anger we can unlock the control, the mind control, and step outside the
paradigm fences which contain within them enough suggestions to define entire life times.

06 During our daily routine we can choose to do things differently. Sometimes when we choose to
change and do things differently we break through hardened patterns. Our ability to regulate and
control the quality of our experience is determined by our ability to recognize ourselves beyond the
typical patterns which mobilize us as bio-mechanical human vehicles. To be in recognition of the
dynamic between who we are as Spirit and who we are as the bio-human our perception of any
moment is expanded. When we are able to witness our bio mechanical nature in an accepting and
loving way we are given more intimate control of our bio mechanical self, a mutual trust between
who we are as Spirit and who we as the bio mechanical vehicle is developed. Developing such a trust
we loosen the constraint defined by any archetypal pattern we have previously adopted. From this
place of expansion we are given access to alternative experiences.

07 Acknowledging personal unique inspiration and creativity as a truthful and authentic expression
of ourselves and Spirit we are able to be in joy and harmony with the collective oneness which
surrounds our terrestrial experience. This awakening to clarity as a shaping of self knowing is
experienced during the Saturn in Leo transit. Saturn in Leo began in mid July of 2005 and finishes
with a Virgo ingress during the last week of this current Moon cycle, September 2nd. A clearly
defined self with clearly defined commitments has been delineated during this time. The alignments
during this current new Moon add and amplify intentions which give energy to personal evolution,
our local inspirations merge with their galactic proportions. A clearly known eternal child self will
ride the waves of it’s inspiration merging with galactic proportions which parallel a personal
enthusiasm. Since the Venus kiss and transit of June 8th 2004 an eight year cycle which extends to
June 2012 began. During this eight year cycle Venus draws a five petalled flower or five pointed star
around Earth. This Moon cycle she, Venus, is bringing us a Leo kiss. Can you feel it? Your inspired
eternal child self certainly can. During these final days of Saturn in Leo, retrograde Venus softens the
edge on any concern as to having personal importance externally validated. Hanging on to externally
defined paradigms as a means to be acknowledged can be hard, where as embracing a unique
inspired self is most exciting, these are exciting times!

08Accepting personal authenticity is to accept personal uniqueness, the essence of one’s inspiration
does not require intellectual validation. The ability to hold your new Moon intention rides upon your
ability to be clear that intellectual qualification of a specific nature is not apart of the mix. Intellectual
qualification is to be objective and indifferent. This will allow your personal unique inspirational
quality to lead your intention into manifestation. Relationship dynamics will flesh out where
personal inspiration is not trusted. Pay attention to where relationship dynamics occur and
intellectualizing seeps into inspired intention. When and if this occurs you want to own your beliefs
which define your compassion and humanitarianism. Leo based intentions have an inspirational
nonchalance and so to hold this auspicious Leo frequency you must be able to rid yourself of
validating or qualifying your inspiration intellectually. This can be challenging if one’s compassion
definition is distorted in anyway. Neptune in Aquarius opposes the new Moon in Leo and there is no
escaping one’s denial of oneness if one is to hold their new Moon intention during this Moon cycle.
The silver lining here is to flesh out beliefs which limit a realistic connection with compassion and
humanitarianism. This fleshing out occurs in relationship scenarios when the relating individuals
share values. These values could be property, yet the real value shared here is more sensual in nature.
Look for impatience as a signal. Perhaps too much emotional energy driving intellectualized
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concepts do not allow orgasmic experience to greet the relating dynamic. If those holding this Leo
wave of inspired intention are intellectually specific a bumpy road will challenge their behavior.
Denial in the form of arrogance is a well known Leo manouevre to move energy and vent frustration.
Leo composure is maintained by admitting and owning frustration as one’s own creation. One’s
authentic self admiration provides them a courage to come face to face with their personal beliefs,
thus revealing an ongoing ownership over their individuality these beliefs have allowed.

09Apartner may go a little out of his or her way to show that they can communicate harmoniously. It
is good to talk about goals and ambitions, intentions and affirmations. Speaking about each others
plans helps keep a balance within the partnership. If you need to tell your partner about some of your
new personal boundaries then this Moon cycle will be a good time to do so. Best before the last
quarter Moon. You may want to talk about how the relationship affects your personal goals and vise
versa. Your partner will most likely appreciate your speaking up, the sharing taken as a sign of
appreciating and acknowledging the relationship.

10 We enrich our connection with Spirit when we take the time to acknowledge and honor Mother
Earth. For the celestial pagan, who is intent on living life in that personal space where Heaven and
Earth meet, you have no choice you must have your cake and eat it too. Creature comforts pursed
through paradigms which do not celebrate the loving providing quality of Mother Earth lead one to
discover the distractions which contradict the sensual urge of the awakening sovereign human.
Through admission and ownership all is recovered, a return of the eternal child as the mature
awakened self resurrects divinity and all the juicy interactions which epitomize a grand celebration
of Gaia’s return to her galactic family.

11 Our ability to like and admire ourselves will free our boldness which is expressed as action
packed confidence. We think in terms of self confidence boosting our intentions. Intending to
communicate with confidence will bring clarity of mind. Being clear about our unique personal
version of creative expression will assist as we feel inspired to check out our self defined boundaries.
Our ability to be discerning will be based on our ability to embrace our own unique inspirations.
Through a personal audacious stance we allow life to accept and greet us in an open and loving
manner. Our current self acceptance may feel like an old friend, returning now to say I accept and
love you because you are now participating in life as your own unique authentic self. Holding the
frequency of our authentic self we are completely objective as we accept our feelings and emotions.
Being able to own all our feeling reactions while remaining assertive with self interest we shine like
stars.

12 Our body itself begins to respond in ways we didn’t know or expect, “I didn’t know I could do
that”. Talents are fleshed out by our intention to enjoy the moment. The nuance of the moment
exposes the crack in the paradigm wall, a wall of control setup by external authority. Our emotional
feeling self which characterizes our essence has an affiliation with holographic awareness which our
logical mind was not necessarily aware of. Through the experience and expressions of our awareness
of our essence we are able to purge the boundaries of pre-fabricated understanding as to what reality
is and plunge into a rich diverse experience beyond logical description.Amere glimpse through such
a crack connects us to a richness of experience, a richness of understanding. We receive volumes of
information on a single subject in a moment which would take weeks or months to record. Our
character selves are redefined, their value and purpose shifted in our understanding of things. Our
characters become doorways to other worlds just waiting for us to explore. We enter the crack by
suggesting that our character self is merely the facade, the container holding a very valuable essence.
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13 Our essence has the stretch to move between concepts, to bend understanding, to grasp
holographically the richness of the moment. We are in fact much more essence in our make up than
character. Our character selves can be adjusted, changed, tuned, kind of like buying new clothes or
getting some exercise, learning some new skill or sport, like dancing or music, taking up sky diving.
We are not necessarily restrained by our current character definition. This definition, from our
objective witness self’s perception, can easily be seen as malleably, changeable, even discardable.
Our current characters can be upgraded, altered or tuned, allowing us to experience another version
of typical experience. The nuance of a moment when valued is like a key to a world of wonder and
magic. The explorer within us wants to come out and play, to experience, we know this when we find
ourselves admitting our own boredom. We can see the huge role our attitude plays in what we allow
ourselves to experience.

28 day description

Day 1August 12 2007 Sunday
It is up to us as individuals to be impeccably clear as to where we place our authority. Our mental
habits are the result of paradigm entrainment and yet our inspired creative unique self is mentally
indifferent. It is up to us to be able to know ourselves absent of the need to formulate intellectual
qualification. Many dogmas and paradigms have, in recent times, shown us their limitation in terms
of current value. We can choose to be a multi dimensional node point, a human anchor, our
experience, our presence, can be a place where dimensions merge. These are indeed unique times
and so it is not unusual that what awakens as our authority is undefinable.

Day 2August 13 2007 Monday
On a personal level our inspiration remains intact when we nonchalantly feel no need to qualify it
intellectually at the beck and call of others. At the same time, without hesitation, we extend the right
to be individually creative to any other who graces our life. When our intentions are a natural
extension of our personal home frequency, our own M O, then these intentions will lead us to their
manifestation in a shared world.

Day 3August 14 2007 Tuesday
As we come to know ourselves as an evolving self we can be graceful as we accept the evolution of
those we share our experience with. Our body is rich with codes, rich with potential to stretch out and
reach electromagnetically into other versions of life in our galaxy and universe, who are we but a
company of starfriends.

Day 4August 15 2007 Wednesday
We can choose an auspicious version of self which calls to us ancient energies, galactic energies, or
we can choose a version of self which is defined by the current local paradigms, all is allowed.As we
set the tone for our foundation we imply an accepted version of self.

Day 5August 16 2007 Thursday
Grand orders of truth once kept distant from humanity through controlled dogmas and designed
paradigms are now available to us. Now we reach that moment where we confirm our commitment
by redefining ourselves integrating these truths, we are moving beyond a recent banquet of insights
into a rebirth of self awareness.As we continue to discover plans within plans we can sense personal
connections entraining us to our own divine unfolding.
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Day 6August 17 2007 Friday
Today is a good day to remember that self knowing does not require intellectual qualification, our
essence and our creative ability to participate in experience is grand, our experience is our
authenticity. As we discover falseness in paradigms we became accustomed to we open ourselves to
a memory which is congruent with our evolving self acceptance.

Day 7August 18 2007 Saturday
As we soften the edge on our need to know our own authenticity we are greeted with heart felt divine
love, our self acceptance is not in need of any rational qualification. The source of our foundation
and security is in our flow with Gaia’s ongoing symbiotic organic dynamic.

Day 8August 19 2007 Sunday
Powerful inspirational intentions transform our self knowing as elevated truths become known and
embraced. The true value of our unique self comes to new understanding when the passion
experienced as result of sharing our uniqueness with another comes to pass. By being prudent with
our own self acceptance we keep our thoughts within the realm of our own personal inspiration.

Day 9August 20 2007 Monday
Your spiritual ideals can be shown to you by how you are so deeply connected to your home today.
Your home is important because it gives you the opportunity to be in control of your intention. You
can feel the sense of value your new Moon intention has, not only to yourself but to those you share
your life with.

Day 10August 21 2007 Tuesday
Some will give their creativity to their most trusted truthful self through a personal sense of spiritual
calling, whatever that may be. Feeling ready to dedicate self to a higher purpose surpasses
intellectualized conception and merges with pure inspirational commitment, Spirit connections are
expanded and embraced.

Day 11August 22 2007 Wednesday
Extending a hand to Spirit by clearly stating and affirming your commitment to your higher self and
the evolution of self allows your personal creativity to light a candle of sacredness within you.

Day 12August 23 2007 Thursday
The Sun enters Virgo today at 8:09AM EST.
Our evolving self definition implies our evolving health as we do intent to be around for certain
experiences. Our security and abundance allows us to experience life and as such our security and
abundance is our health, the wellness of our body.

Day 13August 24 2007 Friday
Being prudent with your physical well being honors your inspired self and guides your personal
impulse toward appropriate communication. We move from an intellectual understanding of
commitment to an integrated manifestation which encompasses all aspects of our life. By checking
in with our body’s opinion we experience the integration as a biological evolution within.
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Day 14August 25 2007 Saturday
No matter how much I have to say to another I prioritize my communication by giving the floor to my
body, go ahead physical vehicle, what do you have to say, I’m listening? Gurus of facts and figures
are not my cup of tea today, their is a much juicer way to experience life and all it’s holographic
wonder.

Day 15August 26 2007 Sunday
As we enjoy our inspired creative self we can expand that joy encompassing all of humanity, 6.5
billion versions of individuality, how fine is that! As we become aware of the larger team which we
are apart of, as we acknowledge Spirit, as we accept and trust our value, a value beyond paradigm
definition, we can not help but speak for a company of energies which align with us.

Day 16August 27 2007 Monday
Personal inspiration as a playful expression of enthusiasm allows a new kind of order to form itself in
our experience affecting both our career and relationships. Being consistent in our embracing of our
own creativity we allow our uniqueness to form, thus affecting many aspects of ourselves, we pick
up and merge with grand waves of truth and energy. It all begins with our ability to be consistent with
self love.

Day 17August 28 2007 Tuesday
There is music and harmony everywhere, it is this harmonious sound which supercedes our capacity
to rationalize, this harmonious sound allows us to affect many worlds. Tuning into the harmony and
music of our own personal health will allow our inspired authentic self to influence the space our
body is anticipating and evolving toward.

Day 18August 29 2007 Wednesday
Accepting the innate intelligence of our body we allow our thoughts to echo a sensual dialogue
which is awakening from deep within our blood. As we continue to awaken to truth of our existence
we discover sensual codes which epitomize a holographic awareness.

Day 19August 30 2007 Thursday
The awakening and the adventure of a new kind of courage where we trust our capacity to be
emotionally intelligent plays our inspiration leading us forward. New understandings are challenged
to move beyond words. Our enthusiasm can be read like vectors pointing us to new worlds.

Day 20August 31 2007 Friday
We can feel the quality of another’s intention by the way it hits our body, we can feel the
consideration of Gaia’s decree of organic harmony. Where our personal inspiration is anchored can
be shown to us by where we go mentally, and by what we choose to say.

Day 21 September 1 2007 Saturday
Partners who have found the groove of honoring the Earth together benefit, their security and
abundance is provided to then in accord and support of their auspicious self acceptance. Loving
partners magnify each others energy, they are assisted by Spirit and Gaia.
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Day 22 September 2 2007 Sunday
As an extension of our commitments and our embracing of our authentic self we will create
foundation which will allow a new infrastructure to form around our inspired enthusiasm.
Inspirationally we access a creative force which exists between the lines of typical definition, a
nuance which can be know as the little big thing.

Day 23 September 3 2007 Monday
Being practical we pay attention to how our body responds, our feeling reactions are rich in
information. Our body’s ability to discern frequency, to decode energies and register information as
it comes into our aura or field is a most precious thing.

Day 24 September 4 2007 Tuesday
Our creativity magnifies as it catches the waves of change and revolution which herald in a world for
an evolving humanity. It is a joyful and playful process, experiencing our world from a place of
absolute self acceptance.

Day 25 September 5 2007 Wednesday
Our personal journey brings our life into a natural order, we receive creative experiences as a
blossoming of our self acceptance, our self knowing comes from following our unique inspirational
self with a heart felt trust. The requirement for rational qualification and external validation blocks
and disrupts the natural flow of one’s innate creative source.

Day 26 September 6 2007 Thursday
Mother Earth gives us what we need to evolve within her realm, it is our choice to accept this
abundance and receive a security, and the reality it implies. Our physical health is a natural
expression of our self acceptance, we find clarity and balance in our thoughts when we find love of
self in our experience.

Day 27 September 7 2007 Friday
As we strengthen our connection with energies aligned to our own personal inspiration we
experience a strengthen connection to planet Earth, our security is assured. We discover new ways of
communicating as we allow Spirit to merge with us, joining in with us as we enjoy an enlivened
experience.

Day 28 September 8 2007 Saturday
Navigating an auspicious self takes us on a journey where memory is recovered and discovered,
much of what lies beneath the chin is a territory worthy of our attention and exploration. Being
confused as to who we are as spiritual beings having a human experience leads to foggy thoughts and
scattered statements.
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Intentions:

01- I am calling forward my playfulness to accompany me on my new adventure.

02- I am sharing my enthusiasm with my partner, we are having a good time being apart of each
others personal discoveries. Our personal discoveries lead to shared experiences.

03- I allow Spirit to join with me as I embrace Mother Earth and acknowledge her loving attention
for all her organic experiences.

04- I have abundant energy to participate in life with enthusiasm.

05- No matter what emotion comes up for me I refuse to step down from it, instead I accept it as
extremely valuable. I am courageous as I experience these emotions and finally get down to the
bottom of every issue which has ever limited me.

06- I experience an awareness of the merging of Heaven and Earth which parallels the healing and
allowing of my playful eternal child.

07- I can change and re-sculpt myself at will.

08- From a place of divine nonchalance I experience the urge to express nurturing energy to my
partner and family.

09- My enthusiasm leads to experiences with others which are joyful and rewarding.

10- Embracing my sensuality I consciously allow an awakening reminding me of the magical
connection which exists between myself and existence.

11- I am finding myself within my own unique creative expression.

12- I have developed a self admiration which facilitates a clarity of heart and mind.

13- I allow my expanded self knowing to merge with Earth, I feel a loving connection with Earth.

14- My creative expression is in harmony with the divinity of Earth and her place in the Heavens.

15- I have found my own authentic expression by allowing myself to become intellectually
indifferent.

16- I experience humanities oneness by accepting the unique inspirational quality of each human
individual.

17- I can feel the symbiotic harmony of Gaia’s creatures as it embraces and includes my own unique
creative expression.

SoulstarAstrology by William OultonAugust 10 2007
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